
ROLLING 12 MONTH PERFORMANCE (as at 31/12/17)

% 2013/ 2014/ 2015/ 2016/ 2017/
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Countrywide Assured Distribut ion
Bond Fund (S&P Series) 10.9 3.0 2.2 5.4 8.3

Benchmark 13.6 4.0 3.2 7.1 10.4

CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE (as at 31/12/17)

% 3M 1 Y 3 Y 5 Y 10 Y

Countrywide Assured Distribut ion
Bond Fund (S&P Series) 3.9 8.3 16.7 33.3 35.4

Benchmark 4.3 10.4 18.2 44.2 65.1

Countrywide Assured
D I S T R I B U T I O N  B O N D  F U N D  ( S & P  S e r i e s )
Factsheet data as of 31 December 2017

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
To invest in equities and bonds to achieve high and increasing income with the prospect of capital growth.

FUND REVIEW
The UK economy continued to show signs of weakness but more positive economic news came through as the quarter progressed. This led to an end-of-year rally for UK equities, with
the FTSE All-Share reaching record highs on the last day of trading. The tame inflation backdrop has allowed central banks to remain fairly accommodative. Major sovereign yields
moved sideways over the quarter. The US Treasury curve flattened, but in our view, remains consistent with a late-cycle economy with further room to run. Credit market quarterly
returns were low after a slight wobble in November in response to poor Q3 earnings releases, as well as over concerns about limits on tax deductibility in the U.S. tax reform bill.

The equity portion of the portfolio outperformed its benchmark in the quarter. Positive contributors to relative returns included an underweight position in pharmaceuticals &
biotechnology and stock selection in financial services. Detractors included stock selection and an overweight position in general retailers and stock selection in nonlife insurance.

Not holding GlaxoSmithKline boosted returns as the pharmaceutical company reported its third-quarter results with its HIV and Breo drugs disappointing the market. There was also
concern about reports GlaxoSmithKline may look to acquire Pfizer, with issues around affordability, balance sheet strength and its dividend. Being overweight the online gaming
company Ladbrokes Coral was also positive following news that the company agreed to be purchased by online rival GVC. An overweight position in Centrica was detrimental as results
in its Connected Home (Hive home hub) and Distributed Energy divisions fell short of expectations and energy customers continued to switch away from British Gas. An underweight
position in BP was also negative as third quarter operating profit and net income were both ahead of consensus estimates. The company also announced a share buyback and benefited
from the continued recovery in the crude oil price.

In the bond portfolio of the portfolio, we maintained a neutral duration position, and continued to prefer investment grade credit to government bonds. This positioning weighed on
relative performance over the period.

FUND OUTLOOK
Despite UK consumers struggling against increasing inflation and low wage growth, the UK economy continues to show resilience, with third-quarter UK GDP figures coming in
ahead of expectations and the UK composite Purchasing Managers’ Index indicating future growth.   

FUND STATISTICS
Fund launch date 11/97

Fund size (as at 31/12/17) GBP 3.2m

BENCHMARK

Customised Index

80% JPM UK Higher Income Fund, 15% Countrywide Assured Property

Fund (S&P Series) and 5% JPM Sterling Liquidity Fund.*
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BenchmarkPORTFOLIO BREAKDOWN
As at 31/12/17 %

JPM UK Higher Income Fund 80.3

Property Fund 14.8

Deposit Fund 4.9
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Countrywide Assured Distribution Bond Fund (S&P Series) Benchmark 

* The JPM UK Equity & Bond Income Fund merged with the 

JPM UK Higher Income Fund on 15/12/2017.

Returns calculated on an offer to offer, net income reinvested basis.

Source: J.P. Morgan.



For up to date information and performance data please contact our Customer Services Team on 0345 3000144. Telephone lines are recorded to ensure compliance with our legal and regulatory obligations and

internal policies. The price of the fund is also published on the Countrywide Assured website each day.

You should remember that past performance is not a guide to the future. The price of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested.

Investment in emerging markets may involve a higher element of risk due to political and economic instability and underdeveloped markets and systems. Investments in smaller companies may involve a higher

degree of risk as markets are usually more sensitive to price movements. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of underlying overseas investments to go down or up. The value of property assets is a matter of

valuer’s opinion, not fact. These assets may be more difficult to realise and may not be realisable at all. The level of tax benefits and liabilities will depend on individual circumstances and may change in the future.

Countrywide Assured plc is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.

Registered in England No. 2261746. Registered Office: 2nd Floor, Building 4, West Strand Business Park, West Strand Road, Preston PR1 8UY.


